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1. General principles of the assessment 

 
Data related to the CO3 real and/or potential platform’s use can be processed to analyze in 

an integrated way the interactions between the platform in its technological dimension 

and the territorial activities that constitutes local pilot scenarios. 

The methodology we propose for sociocultural and economic assessment of the CO3 global 

project allows us to qualify and quantify how positive interactions (i.e., services) that are 

developed between citizens involved in a specific pilot scenario, are facilitated by the CO3 

platform, which is considered as a common tool. 

Consequently, this methodology proposes at the same time a clear distinction between the 

different spatial scales of collaboration and an integrated vision of the sociocultural 

and economic assessment of the CO3 project. 

• One the one hand, collaboration for different services, during different pilot scenarios 

on the different pilot sites leads to specific local results that shall not be compared 

directly because they depend on different territorial contexts. 

• On the other hand, those local pilot scenarios assessments may not only be 

considered separately, but also regarding to what they have in common, i.e., the 

potential benefit of the influence of the same CO3 technologies. 

We suggest that the thematic field of this “sociocultural and economic” assessment 

should be enlarged. This enlargement will facilitate such an integrated vision. 

• The first dimension of thematic enlargement we bring is the ecological sustainability of 

the local services co-produced by the citizens involved in collaborative pilot scenarios 

in their living area – i.e., of the outcome of their interactions that are facilitated by the 

platform. Ecological sustainability is a deep social and cultural concern. In the context 

of the EU Green Deal, this concern is shared by the citizens of each pilot site. Even 

more, ecological issues have direct and indirect effects on services acceptability (social 

and legal) – meaning on sociocultural aspects – that besides have an influence on 

economic performances of local activities. The methodology we propose will then be 

more broadly a “sociocultural, ecological and economic assessment” of the CO3 

project. 

• A second reason, leading to another enlargement of the field of the assessment, is that 

the integrated spatial vision we promote should not only be founded on a social, 

ecological, and economic assessment of the services delivered on each pilot site by 

local pilot activities. Indeed, this traditional triplet of criteria – social, ecological, 

economic – allows an approach of the direct local impact of the pilot scenarios. It does 

not allow to take into account the dynamic effects that lead to indirect and deferred 

impacts that at the same time are specifically local and may be perceived at wider 

scales of territory. Consequently, how can we estimate, for example, that the 

functionalities of the CO3 tools that will facilitate social, ecological, and economic 

benefits generated by a new service in a given location, are also useful for other 
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activities that would mobilize those functionalities to facilitate such benefits in another 

location? 

In other words, it is necessary to ensure that the CO3 functionalities that leads to 

development of local services at a given micro-level and at a given moment (that is a 

specific and local collaboration between citizens and/or associations) also constitute a 

positive base for the development of services in other locations (that are other specific 

and local collaboration, taking place in the same or in different pilot countries).This broader 

influence will especially be analyzed both in terms: 

• of the evolution each pilot scenario can impulse in the local sociotechnical governance 

process. 

• of the potential for propagation to other locations of innovative solutions that 

characterize the services developed during those scenarios. 

Adding this dual approach (governance process + potential for propagation) to the 

social, ecological, and economic triplet reflects a will to consider the fact that territorial 

governance is or is not favored by the spread of the various services envisaged at the micro 

level, thus favoring synergies between these services or, on the contrary, disfavor them and 

lock up those services’ propagation to other localities. 

The Eurbanlab approach (Bosch et al., 2013, 2014) is of interest in this regard. It mobilizes a 

tool for benchmarking urban innovations whose performance is considered according to 

sustainability criteria that add the governance process and the propagation of innovation to 

the social (people), ecological (planet) and economy (prosperity) triplet. 

• In the case of the CO3 project, process performance refers in particular to the effect 

the local maturation of services based on CO3 functionalities has on the local 

governance (qualities of territorial leadership, adequacy of CO3 functionalities to the 

context of the services emergence, shared knowledge between local stakeholders, 

and on their involvement in the different phases of the pilot scenario). 

• Propagation performance potential reflects the manner a singular innovation 

characterizing a service developed on a specific pilot site with use of the CO3 

functionalities, leads to the diffusion of a similar innovative service in other pilot sites. 

This potential is linked both to the characteristics of this innovation and to that of the 

territorial system from which it emerges or in which it anchors. 
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Fig 1. Dimensions for evaluating the performance of urban innovations considered by the 

Eurbanlab approach (Bosch et al., 2013) 

We propose to use the multicriteria and multi stakeholder analysis tool already 

experienced in Paris (i.e., the ePLANETe.Blue contributory web portal) to articulate and 

compare both the influence of the CO3 platform and the sustainable impact of the 

services developed in the different pilot sites. 

The challenge of this system is to demonstrate by a “journey” from qualitative to quantitative 

analyses that, as it has been mentioned above, virtuous collaborations that lead to the 

development of how useful services in a given place and for certain stakes of its sustainability 

(social, ecological, economic) have a positive impact on other services and on the common 

good of the territory, that is for the territory as a whole, in terms of governance process and of 

propagation of the innovations. Another purpose based on this diagnosis is to promote new 

practices of territorial intelligence. 

 

 
In operational terms, it is therefore a question of evaluating both: 

 

 
1) the territorial impact of the services/activities that constitutes local pilot scenarios, in 

terms of territorial sustainability – i.e., their social, ecological, economic effects, the local 

governance process, and the propagation potential of their innovative aspects. 

 

 
2) the quality of the influence of the CO3 platform on the development of those 

services/activities. 

 

 

Fig 2. Dimensions of the sociocultural, ecological, and economic assessment of the CO3 

project 
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2. Tools and evaluation process methodology 

 
The final evaluation tool will be delivered as an integrated contributory web 

portal based on ePLANETe.Blue Association’s solution (one of IRI’s technological 

partners). We outline here the main components of a multimedia learning and 

deliberation support system (SMMAAD) dedicated to the sociocultural, ecological, 

and economic (SCEE) evaluation of the C03 project. 

This system offers a heuristic navigation through an organization by thematic gates, 

spaces, galleries, object profiles. It allows us to engage CO3 pilot leaders in a 

contributory work that results in a process of dialogue and mediation around the 

understanding of the CO3 technologies influences on the SCEE impacts of their 

scenarios. 

 

2.1. First evaluation tool – Territorial impact of the 

scenarios 

 

The central approach proposed by the CO3 SCEE portal is based on the Kerbabel 

Deliberation Matrix (KDM) (O’Connor & Spangenberg, 2008). By using this tool, 

contributors (pilot leaders as spokespersons for the transcription/interpretation 

of SCEE questionnaires previously transmitted to local actors) will change the 

representation of a system (e.g., the whole CO3 project constituted by local pilot 

scenarios using the five CO3 technologies) and support the construction of its "social 

meaning" (e.g., the sociocultural, ecological, and economic evaluation of the CO3 

project as a whole). 

The KDM, based on the idea of the Rubik's CubeTM, structures the evaluation in 

terms of: 

• stakeholders (Inhabitants, local public actors, private actors, NGOs) 

represented by the pilot leader, 

• categories of issues (the “5Ps” territorial issues: people, planet, prosperity, 

process, propagation) as described point 1. 

• and action scenarios (the CO3 scenarios in Athens, Paris, and Turin). 
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Fig 3. The KerbabelTM Deliberation Matrix (KDM) structure (O’Connor & Spangenberg, 

2008) 

A cell of the matrix shows the intersection between the three selected axes. Each 

person or group represented within the "stakeholders" axis is invited (through the 

SCEE evaluation questionnaires) to make a judgment regarding the way in which, from 

their point of view, the CO3 scenarios they feel concerned about respond to each of 

the 5P issues. 

Judgments are visualized by a color associated with a "meta-category": for example, 

deep green for "Great impact"; light green for "Positive impact"; red for "Negative 

impact"; yellow for "Mitigated impact"; blue for "Don’t know"; grey for "Not applicable". 
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Colors correspond either to a direct judgment concerning each cell, or to the synthesis 

of several "baskets" constituted, for each cell, of indicators specifying the effect of the 

local CO3 scenario on its territory (i.e., aiming to specify the judgment expressed). 

The representation above was based on hypothetical data to illustrate the use of this 

deliberation matrix. It would indicate that in Paris, stakeholders of the NGO group who 

responded to the SCEE questionnaire used several descriptive aspects to clarify their 

judgment regarding the adequacy of the "UNEJ project" (Paris CO3 scenario n°2) for 

the "Process" territorial issue. 

 

 
Those "aspects" emerging from the SCEE questionnaire are then translated into 

"indicators" after interpretation by the pilot leader (in his/her role of spokesperson). 

• More specifically, such indicators are called "territorial impact indicators" as they 

are used here to qualify the impact of Paris CO3 scenario n°2 on the "5P territorial 

issues" (that are common to every pilot site, to facilitate dialogue and mutual 

understanding between pilot leaders about the specific qualities of anchorage of CO3 

scenarios in different localities). 

• The pilot leader, as a "spokesperson contributor", also has the possibility of 

associating a discussion forum with each indicator he/she mobilizes by clicking 

on the “+” sign associated with this indicator (warning: the “X” sign on deletes the 

indicator). 

 

 

 

 
This forum allows, for example, to justify the choice of a color, or to discuss the subjective 

weight that is assigned to the indicator to weigh the importance of the argument carried by this 

indicator in the overall judgment composed by the entire “basket” of indicators that are 

associated with the same issue/scenario intersection. 
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2.2. Second evaluation tool – Technological 

influence of the platform 

The selection of the main "territorial impact indicators" created by each pilot leader (as 

represented on the deliberation matrix) will also be available in another page: the 

Kerbabel™ for You (K4U) tool. 

This page makes it possible to apply a method for co-producing an algorithm 

dedicated to the evaluation of the influence of the CO3 platform on pilot 

scenarios’ territorial impact. In other words, after a qualitative assessment (using 

the SCEE questionnaires and the deliberation matrix), it is now a question of 

evaluating the influence of the technology on the success of local activities. 

The indicators are no longer used as "territorial impact indicators" in a dialogue around 

the SCEE territorial impacts of CO3 pilot scenarios, but as "technological influence 

indicators" that the contributors (the pilots scenario leaders, still in their role of 

spokesperson) associate with the use of each of the five CO3 technologies. 

 

 
The set feeds a simple algorithmic formula. It makes it possible to compare different 

influences of the CO3 platform on the achievement of each CO3 pilot scenario, 

regarding to each of the territorial impacts criteria (the same 5P territorial issues). 
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The functioning of K4U implies that pilot leaders assign a score of 1 to 10 to each 

technological performance indicator (directly on this SCEE portal or with the SCEE 

questionnaire). 

 

 

 

 
The screenshot above represents illustrative valuations (fictitious data) related to one 

assessment of one pilot scenario ("Pa_2" on the top left), with a focus on one territorial 

issue (governance Process). But each pilot leader should do the same (through the 

SCEE questionnaire transmitted to IRI or directly here on the CO3 portal). 

This will not only lead to a qualitative assessment of pilot scenario’s territorial impacts, 

nor only to a valuation of the influence of a technology on the scenarios. This leads 

to an assessment of the indirect effects of each CO3 technologies on territorial 

issues – represented as a common typology, with the 5Ps that makes a common grid 

for discussion among the CO3 consortium. 

• After assigning a score (1-10) to each of the indicators, the K4U algorithm associates 

a score to each of the 5 technological influence criteria/axes – as many as the territorial 

generic issues (5Ps) impacted while developing local scenarios using each one of the 

CO3 technologies. 

• By default, the algorithm performs the weighted average of the scores assigned to the 

technological influence indicators associated with the 5P criteria in question. 
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The screenshot above represents a sociocultural, ecological, and economic 

evaluation of the CO3 project with the use of the K4U contributory algorithm 

(fictitious data here), with a focus on the LiquidFeedback technology performance. 

 

3. Main page of the CO3 SCEE portal 

 
This part of the deliverable presents the CO3 portal we use for the Sociocultural, ecological, 

and economic assessment. 

The first view, arriving on the portal, presents a main page with a menu. 
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3.1. Login and specific access rights 
 

Creating an account and joining a community (CO3) will (after acceptance of the request) 

allow you to navigate on the portal and read all the information related to the assessment. 

 

 

 
Please click here to create your account. 

This account offers personally selected functionalities. You will have only a restricted access 

to the assessment of the pilot scenarios you contribute to, but other “objects” of the portal, 

corresponding to the contribution to other pilot scenarios assessment won’t be available for 

you. 

But you will of course have the possibility to consult the collective results of the evaluation 

you and other pilot site leaders contributed to. 

 
3.2. Global SCEE assessment results: direct access 

from main page 
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Before navigating into the portal, let’s describe the main page of the portal (“welcome page” 

shown above). 

This page gives an access to the consolidated view of the assessment results as those 

results are now, at the precise moment of this continuous and contributory assessment 

process – meaning since the last contributors worked on the two types of evaluation tools 

(i.e., the territorial impact evaluation tool, and the technological influence tool). 

 

 

 

3.3. Territorial impacts of the scenarios – Results 

presentation 

 
The central left button of the main page leads to the Deliberation Matrix in its 

“presentation mode”. 

This means you cannot add territorial impact indicators here, nor change the judgment or 

weight you or another pilot leader had associated with these indicators during your contributory 

work. 

 

 

 
 

But you can visualize (click “toggle indicators”) how pilot leaders of each pilot site used, 

judged, and weighted the indicators they chose to use for describing the territorial impact 

of the scenario they evaluate. 
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Pay attention here to the “perspective parameter” functionality that allows switching from a 

“actor-based view” to a “scenario-based view”. 

 

 

 

 
That is fundamental to understand what is at stake locally, around a specific scenario, i.e., 

what are the actors playing in a locality, and what issue or indicator they put first 

regarding this scenario. 

 

 

 

 
In a very practical way, such a view constitutes a dynamic and evolutive controversy map 

designed by the pilot leaders themselves as spokespersons of the local actors. 
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Another possibility is to use the “perspective parameters” tool of the matrix in a thematic 

approach, to have a direct view on the way different actors of the different pilot localities 

consider their scenarios impact on one of the 5Ps issues, or another. 

 
 

 

 
Those views must be accessible to every member of the CO3 consortium allowed to 

contribute to one or another part of the evaluation, so that – with another “perspective 

parameters” choice - they can realize for example how pilot leaders of other scenarios 

used different indicators to qualify local impacts of the same generic 5Ps territorial 

issues they consider in common. 
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3.4. Local influence of the CO3 technologies – Results 

presentation 

 
The same type of “presentation mode” approach – i.e., a non-contributive presentation of 

the present state of the results – is provided, directly from the main page, concerning the 

territorial influence of the technologies. 

Following the same logic, the point is to create a real opportunity for the CO3 consortium 

members to allow an aggregated view on evaluations that pilot leaders made of the CO3 

technologies’ influence on the generic territorial issues (5Ps) they all considered in 

common during the analysis of their local scenarios. 

The choice of the technology which influence is considered is made by selecting one or 

another technology in the upper horizontal banner (here “Augmented reality”). 
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It is not a question of comparing the technologies based on technological 

performances. 

It is a question of giving a reading of their specific/average influence on the fundamental 

aspects of the 5Ps impacts of the local scenarios, i.e., how one technology (here 

Augmented Reality) did favor one P issue (here Propagation of the scenarios innovations) 

more than other technologies, for example. 

 

 
By scrolling down and selecting the functionality “indicator details”, CO3 consortium members 

have access to the presentation of the detail of the indicators used to describe influences 

of each of the five CO3 technologies. 

 
 
 

 

 
Here, the “perspective parameter” functionality allows you to go from a “one technological 

influence view” to a “multiple view”. 
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To synthesize, the two entry buttons proposed on the main page (only) give access to 

the present and static (non-contributory) and “macro” views of the SCEE assessment 

results. 

 

 

 

 
We consider those static and macro views should not, in any case, be considered as the “main 

results” of the assessment. 

Indeed, it proposes a large and clear view of the aggregate situation, giving the CO3 

consortium an idea of what is the state of the assessment, but such global presentation 

mode is nothing but an invitation to go deeper and contribute to the common 

understanding of what is at stake when pilot leaders evaluate specifically territorial impacts 

and technological influences. 
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4. Main steps of the Contributory Evaluation path 

 
 

4.1. Description of the CO3 pilot scenarios 
 

The first functionality offered by this contributory path is a presentation of the pilot 

scenarios. 

This will allow a continuous actualization of the understanding of a scenario in terms 

of…. 
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This template may also especially bring information related to the type of actors 

considered on each pilot site. Indeed, local public actors, NGOs, private actors, inhabitants 

can have specific local characteristics that determine their approach to the scenarios, the 

indicators they chose and the judgments and weights they give. 
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4.2. Contributory evaluation of the territorial impacts of 

the scenarios 

 
On this page, contributors (pilot leaders as spokespersons for local actors) can produce 

the evaluation of the territorial impact of the scenario they consider. 

 

 

 
 

Each of them can create indicators (“territorial impacts indicators”). 
 

 

They should then “+Add” each chosen indicator to one cell of the matrix (corresponding 

to the point of view of an actor type – here NGOs – on the way a scenario – here Paris 3 – 

impacts one of the 5P’ issues – here “People”). 
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When a maximum of 20 indicators is chosen for each cell, judgement values can be 

attributed to the indicators. 

 

 

 

 
The judgement value is not associated intrinsically to the indicator but specific to one 

cell of the matrix: it qualifies the impact of the corresponding scenario on the corresponding 

P issue from the subjective point of view of the corresponding actor. 
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The indicators should be weighted in order in precise the relative importance they have 

regarding to the other indicators considered in the specific evaluation context framed by 

this cell (actor/scenario/issue). 

It is then possible to switch from this “edit mode” (right cell above) to a more synthetic 

“view mode” (left cell above). 

The synthetic color represents the resultant dominant judgement value after weighting 

the indicators (“green” for “great impact” on the left cell above) and shows if this judgement 

value is obtained from a diversity of values for each indicator or not. Therefore, the colored 

bar of the “view mode” cell only goes from the left side to the extreme right of the cell when 

the judgments are homogeneous (only when all the indicators of the cell are qualified with the 

same value). 

 

4.3. Choice of the most pertinent “territorial impact” 

indicators 

 
After this moment of contributory evaluation of the territorial impacts of the scenarios, pilot 

leaders are invited to select the most pertinent indicators for each cell of the Deliberation 

Matrix. 

 

 
4.3.1. A core decision of the SCEE assessment 

Regarding to the work above, we consider five indicators per cell is a reasonable selection. 
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i) because the pilot leaders who are responsible for the evaluation of this 

scenario consider those five indicators are the most pertinent analyzing 

its territorial impact, 

ii) they may ask themselves what influence does the CO3 technologies 

really have on the determinant aspects of the scenarios that are revealed 

by those indicators. 

i) the qualitative evaluation of the scenarios territorial impact indicators 

(judgments such as “great impact”, etc., on the Deliberation Matrix) 

ii) the 1-10 evaluation of the technological influences on these territorial 

indicators 

Here, when we look at the screenshot below, it appears that the weighting would lead to the 

selection of 4 dominant indicators (weight 100). But the 5th one is not revealed so clearly. 

Nota bene: The most important indicators are not necessarily those which are 

associated with the best value judgments, but the one associated with the highest weight. 

For example, the pilot leader, as a spokesperson of local actors in the context of a scenario 

can estimate that an indicator corresponds to a very important local aspect of the evaluation 

of this scenario, even if he does not really know what the impact of the scenario on this aspect 

is. 

 

 

 

 
In the evaluation process we propose, this selection means that: 

 

This selection of pertinent indicators is the central part of the SCEE assessment 

process. 

At this point, pilot leaders operate the transition between: 
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In other words, by selecting which territorial impact indicators they consider as 

pertinent, pilot leaders submit those indicators as candidates for the next phase. 

 
4.3.2. Creation of the candidate indicators 

 
 

The creation of the candidate indicators requires a technical action from each pilot 

leader. 

First, select “creation of the candidate indicators” in the main menu. 
 

 

 

 
Then, choose the gallery “Les Kiks” in the “Create crosslink” sub-menu. 

 

 

 
 

And use the “Search node” (typing start searching) to select the most important indicators 

from your territorial impact evaluation of the scenarios. 
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Then go to the bottom left of the page and save to create the “Crosslinks”. 
 

 

 

 
By doing this, you associated some “territorial impact indicators” to the next 

contributory tool that will help us to assess the influence of the CO3 technologies on the 

main aspects of the scenario you consider. 

In other words, you just transformed “territorial impact indicators” into “technological 

influence indicators” that can be considered as candidate indicators for the next step. 

 
 

 

4.3.3. Selection of the candidate indicators 
 
 

The candidate indicators are now to be selected and addressed: some aspects of the 

analysis of a scenario are relevant for specific 5P issues, and for this reason the influence of 

the technological influence of the platform may also be analyzed regarding the positive 

effect the CO3 technologies have on each of the generic 5P issues. 

 

 
In other words, the next step of the evaluation will address “subgoals” that are the 

“People”, “Planet”, “Prosperity”, “Process” and “Propagation” influences of the CO3 

technologies. 

 

 
Therefore, each cell of the working grid represents the influence of a technology on 

aspects that are determinant for the territorial impact “5P” issues of the scenario you 

consider. 
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Warning: before working on this page, make sure you correctly identified yourself as a 

contributory member of your pilot site (so that the portal will memorize your own selection of 

indicators – that will appear in blue). 

 

 

 

 
The contributory work proposed here consists in: 
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• using the “indicator selector” for selecting the “technological influence 

indicators” you just created, 

• then in addressing those indicators to the appropriate cell of the grid below. 
 
 

 

 

Nota bene: A candidate indicator for this new phase can be more or less pertinent depending 

on the cell. Therefore, you are invited to choose between three levels of pertinence of the 

indicators (0 - “maybe”; 1 - “little”; 4 - “high”). 

 
 

 

4.4. Contributory evaluation of the selected 

“technological influence” indicators 

 
You are now ready for the final evaluation which consists in building an algorithm that 

will allow a contributory valuation of the SCEE performance of the CO3 platform, i.e., its 

local influence - all scenarios considered. 
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Warning: here, as it was already the case in the previous page, the first (and very important) 

step consists in precising who you are – i.e., what group of experts you belong to. 

 

 

 

 
It is current to forget this step and to go directly to the evaluation. The problem is selecting 

indicators as pertinent for each of the 5P issues impacted of your scenario under the 

identity of another group of pilot leaders would lead to meta-data structuration mistakes 

in other galleries (identity of contributors to forum discussions around this indicator, meta- 

analysis of the relevance of the indicators, etc.). 

 

 
The purpose of this last moment is to generate a consortium debate (notably using 

discussion forums) within the CO3 consortium around the local influence of the CO3 

technologies. 

This is the reason why you are not only able to use indicators you selected as 

relevant candidates for each cell: the “indicator selector” makes it also possible 

for you to evaluate the influence of the CO3 technologies regarding indicators 

proposed by other pilot leaders. 

 
 

Here, the contributory work consists in valuing from 1 (“none”) to 10 

(“determinant”) each technological influence indicator you selected for each cell 

you are interested in (value 0 being reserved for “N/A” judgment). 
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Warning: Make sure all values are calculated (value on the right) by the portal – this 

may depend on your internet connection. 

 

 
After finishing the 1-10 valuation, go to the bottom of the page and chose “recalculate 

all values”. 

 

 

 

 
Your contributory work is over for now. 

 

 
You can click on the top of the portal (CO3 logo, or portal title) for consulting the 

“results” on the main page (right button: “technological influence of the CO3 

project”) regarding the interpretation guidelines (see 3.1.4. Local influence of the CO3 

technologies – presentation mode) 
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5. Temporary conclusions 

 

 
At this stage of the SCEE assessment, partial conclusive hypothesis can be delivered 

regarding some potential “common indicators” useful for: 

- analyzing the territorial impacts of different pilot scenarios, 

and/or 

- analyzing the influence of the use of different CO3 technologies. 

 
 

5.1. Territorial impacts indicators (assumptions) 

 
The Deliberation Matrix has been filled in with the information available from the pilot 

leaders, according to the development stage of the pilots (which have been delayed with 

respect to the original schedule). But this information already allows to clearly shows which 

type of indicators could be considered for each of the 5Ps issues – all pilot scenarios 

included. 

Warning: the following assumptions are hypothesis reflecting the information available at 

October 2021  

 

 
 

 

5.1.1. Social aspects – “common territorial impact 

indicators” 
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From a social (“People” issue) point of view, the question of “community building” appears 

to be a preoccupation shared by all the stakeholders involved in At.1 scenario evaluation 

(explicitly and through different declinations of this idea i.e., “networking”, “social interaction”, 

“open dialogue”, etc.). 

It is also a subject deeply considered by: 

- Pa.1 (“social inclusion”, “peer support”, “openness to contribution” etc.), 

- Pa.2 (“teamwork”, “local cooperation”, “transgenerational link”) 

- Tu.1 (“social exchange capacity”, “school collaboration”, “networking”, etc.) 

 

Aspects related to “knowledge” are shared among all the pilot scenarios’ social impact 

evaluations. 

 

 
The questions of “gender issues” are also common to Pa.1, Pa.2 and Tu.1. 

 
 

 

5.1.2. Ecological aspects - “common territorial impact 

indicators” 
 

 

 

 

From an ecological (“Planet” issue) point of view, the question of “natural resource 

consumptions” appears to be a preoccupation shared by all the stakeholders involved in Tu.1 

scenario evaluation (explicitly and through different declinations of this idea i.e., “material re- 

employment”, “repairing activities”, “energy consumption”). 

It is also a subject deeply considered: 

- Pa.2 (“light savings”, “water management”, “waste management”, etc.), 

- Pa.1 (“energy/data”, “obsolescence concern”.) 

- At.1 (“greener city”, “re-use”.) 
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Aspects related to “multi-actor practices” leading to the reduction of such natural resources’ 

consumptions, are shared among all the pilot scenarios ecological impacts evaluations 

(“circular economy”, “participation in the ecological re-generation”, “change in consumption 

patterns”, “soft mobility”, “artisanal capacity”, etc.). 

The questions related to “ecological consciousness” aspects that are the basements for 

such multi-actor practices are also common to Pa.1 (“capacity to think of the Anthropocene”, 

“obsolescence concern”), Pa.2 (“climate change awareness”, “biodiversity awareness”) and 

Tu.1 (“ecological awareness”). 

 
 
 

5.1.3. Economic aspects – “common territorial 

impact indicators” 
 
 
 

 

 

From an economic (“Prosperity” issue) point of view, the question of “local economic 

cooperation” appears to be an issue shared by all the stakeholders (explicitly and through 

different declinations of this idea i.e., “participation in the economic re-generation”, “conditions 

for local business”, “promotion of local interest”, “activation of circular economy”, “local 

cooperation”, “proximity and social economy”, “alternative coins”, etc.). 

 

 
Aspects related to the “local benefits” are expressed by Pa.1 (“individual economic 

valorization of knowledge”, “employability through the quality of knowledge”, “reduced public 

expenditures” in public health, security, and education), by Pa.2 (“wage expectancy”, 

“employment quality”) and Tu.1. (“economic sustainability”). At.1 also mentions a “local risk” 

(“Gentrification”) 

 

 
“Capability building” that is necessary for local economic cooperation to bring such benefits 

and avoid associated risks are expressed by Pa.2 and Tu.1 (“commoning”, “shared knowledge 

building”, “intermittency”, “artisanal capacity”, “Architectural/urban knowledge”, “BIM 

capacities/employment”, “repairing activities”). 
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5.1.4. Governance aspects – “common territorial impact 

indicators” 
 

 

 

From a governance point of view (“Process” issue) point of view, aspects related to the 

“territorial organization” effects of the scenarios are expressed by all the pilot leaders: 

- At.1 (“civic engagement”, “transferability to other neighborhoods”, “co- 

management of new services”, “co-creation of new services”, “less 

bureaucracy”, “deliberation capacity”, “expanding network within the city”.) 

- Pa.1 (“positive collective activity”, “social cohesion”, “local association 

network”) 

- Pa.2 (“circular economy”, “institutional network”, “local cooperation”, “building 

maquettes”, “urban knowledge”.) 

- Tu.1 (“impact on city planning/construction”, “interaction with public actors”, 

“project impact on schools”, “social exchange capacities, “transdisciplinary 

impact”, “management of volunteers in public space”, etc.) 

 
 

The contribution to local governance of practices oriented toward “digitalization progress” is 

an issue shared by At.1, Pa.2 and Tu.1 (explicitly and through different declinations of this 

idea i.e., “digitalization of processes”, “digital literacy promotion”, “new digital tools for civic 

participation”, “digital tool use”, “digital tool skills”, “annotation”, “decision coins”, “technological 

awareness among civil servants”). 

 

 
Pilot leaders from Pa.1 mention the positive impacts of their scenario based on the 

prevention/reduction of potential negative impacts of digitalization. Such activities based on 

care of digitalization can also have an impact on the territorial organization (“positive 

collective activity”, “social cohesion”, “local association network”). 
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5.1.5. Propagation aspects – “common territorial impact 

indicators” 
 

 

 

 

From an innovation diffusion point of view (“Propagation” issue), aspects related to the 

“exchange of experiences” at/between diverse levels of activities, are expressed by all the 

pilot leaders: 

- At.1 (“common scope with Paris pilot scenario on re-use”, “best 

practice/lessons learned from other pilots”, “cooperation at the EU level”, 

“exchange of best practices”, “Institutional networking”). 

- Pa.1 (“neighboring effect”, “Care's methodology transfer”, “parent’s kinder- 

gardening”, “Institutional networking”) 

- Pa.2 (“academic institutional network”, “teacher networking”). 

- Tu.1 (“replicable / other public administration initiatives”, “replicable / other 

public administration sector”, “replicable / other NGOs”) 

 
 

The diffusion of innovation is also qualified regarding the “visibility of innovation” by Pa.2 

and Tu.1 (explicitly and through different declinations of this idea i.e., “contests and prizes”, 

“impact on the city neighborhood”, “impact on the Olympic village”, “impact on the school yard”, 

“project impact on the JO buildings”, “awareness / visibility of the CdQ activities”). 

 

 
Pilot leaders from Pa.2 and Tu.1 mention the role “digital supports” can also have (“academic 

disruption”, “technological disruption”, “new teaching methods”, “level of appropriation of the 

technologies”). 
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5.2. Technical influence indicators (assumptions) 

Following the SCEE methodology in its first version, assessing the influence of the CO3 

technologies leads to considering a common set of indicators for analyzing their effects 

on local activities impacts on a specific territorial issue. 

 

 
In other words, the question here should be formulated like this: “what are the specific 

influences of each of the five CO3 technologies, regarding a common set of indicators that 

are characteristic for a common P issue” 

Warning: the following assumptions are hypothesis reflecting the information available at 

October 2021. New contributions from the pilot leaders in the future could bring additional 

assumptions. 

 
 

 

5.2.1. Social aspects – “common technological 

influence indicators” 
 

 

 

This set of indicators can reveal a domain of CO3 technology influence such as “socio- 

professional life digitalization”: 

- in its positively expected effects (i.e., “social inclusion of the parents”, 

“participation in urban planning”, etc.) 

- and in its harming effects (i.e., “digital intoxication”, “parenting care”, etc.) 
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5.2.2. Ecological aspects – “common technological 

influence indicators” 
 

 

 

This set of indicators can reveal a field of CO3 technology influence such as “sustainable 

territorial transition”: 

- in terms of collective activities/solutions that support this transition (i.e., 

“circular economy”, “repairing activities”, “soft mobility”, etc.) 

- and in terms of its expected positive effects (i.e., “quality of life”, 

“biodiversity awareness”, “re-use”, etc.) 

 

 
5.2.3. Economic aspects – “common technological 

influence indicators” 
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This set of indicators can reveal a field of CO3 technology influence such as “local 

economic transformation”: 

- in terms of collective activities/solutions that support this transformation 

(i.e., “local cooperation”, “alternative coins”, “promotion of local interest”, 

“communing”, etc.) 

- and in terms of its expected positive effects (i.e., “reduced public 

expenditures”, “wage expectancy”, “employment quality”, etc.) 

 
 

5.2.4. Governance aspects – “common technological 

influence indicators” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

This set of indicators can reveal a field of CO3 technology influence such as “contribution 

and cooperation”: 

- in terms of collective processes that make this governance change (i.e., 

“civic engagement”, “transparency in the decision making”, “institutional 

networking”, etc.) 

- and in terms of technological supports for those innovative processes 

(i.e., “decision coins”, “digital tool use”, “digitalization of processes”, etc.) 
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5.2.5. Propagation aspects – “common technological 

influence indicators” 
 
 

 

 
 

 
This set of indicators can reveal a field of CO3 technology influence such as “knowledge 

propagation”: 

- in terms of institutionalized knowledge diffusion aspects (i.e., “academic 

institutions networking”, “teacher networking”, “didactic disruption”, “care’s 

methodology transfer”, etc.) 

- and in terms of less formal knowledge diffusion for those innovative 

governance processes (i.e., “transgenerational link”, “exchange of best 

practices”, “neighboring effects”, “level of appropriation of technologies”, etc.) 
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5.3. Synthesis 
 

 

6. Common knowledge resource center 
 

6.1.  Socio-technical intelligence within the CO3 

consortium 

The collective journey through the galleries of this CO3 SCEE portal catalyzes the 

mediation of knowledge and foreshadows the potential emergence of new 

strategies and decision-making approaches, compatible with territorial innovations 

based on the five CO3 technologies. 

All along this evaluation path: 
 

• The dialogue between project leaders brings novelty in the choice of 

indicators (and therefore knowledge) they mobilize for assessing technological 

influences on territorial sociocultural, ecological, and economic impacts of the 

pilot scenarios. 

• Comparison between several scenarios using the same technologies and 

according to the same comparison criteria (the 5Ps issues), but from specific 

and various points of view expressed by local stakeholders, can lead to an 

evolution in the choice of territorial impact indicators (used in the deliberation 

matrix). 
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• Considering that the technological influence indicators and territorial indicators 

are founded on the same "items" but oriented towards different purposes (same 

"name" but different meta-information for an indicator considered in the 

deliberation matrix and the K4U algorithm), the CO3 SCEE portal use leads to 

a continuum in the analysis of CO3 technological performance and CO3 

effects on society. 

This dialogue between pilot leaders – each of them assuming alternatively the 

roles of SCEE territorial impact analyst and technological influence evaluator – 

generates a knowledge heritage, and thus collective intelligence, within the CO3 

consortium. 

 
 

The building of this knowledge heritage through the use of the CO3 SCEE portal can 

be illustrated through the metaphoric approach of an adaptive cycle (see Fig. 3.). 

 
 

Fig. 3. The representation of an adaptative cycle (Holling et al., 1995) 
 
 
 
 

• The SCEE questionnaire (see Annexes) completion corresponds to an Ω 

phase called "release" – here release of knowledge capacities, leading to 

stakeholder’s judgments formulation. 

This phase allows re-examination of what the stakeholders consider to be the specific 

qualities of a territory, by expressing their points of view (about the "5P" issues) based 

on arguments formalized within the territorial impact indicators through the practice 

of a specific knowledge of their own territory. 
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• The Deliberation Matrix use corresponds to an α phase called 

"reorganization-renewal" – here reorganization of the available SCEE 

knowledge. 

Positioning the territorial impact indicators in the three axes structure of the common 

deliberation matrix is the moment when pilot leaders develop a specific "trans-local" 

knowledge available and shared within the CO3 consortium (understanding the 

reasons of each scenario’s territorial impact). It is a new knowledge, arising from the 

action of representing how local knowledge practice allows to qualify the SCEE 

impacts of a specific scenario on a singular territory at a given time. 

 

 
• The Contributory Algorithm use corresponds to an r phase called "growth- 

exploitation" – here growth of the collective capacity of the consortium. 

Pilot leaders associate indicators that are mainly specific to aspects related to only 

one pilot project, with technologies that are shared within the projects, and regarding 

the same typology of territorial issues. This allows anchoring various local knowledge 

available for SCEE impact analysis in two shared conventions for representing the 

CO3 effects: the CO3 technologies and the 5Ps. We bring it closer to a combination 

of local and trans-local knowledge practices, over a common horizon: that of the 

SCEE evaluation of the CO3 project as a whole. 

 

 
• Working on a third page, the Kerbabel™ Indicator Kiosk (KIK) that we call here 

“SCEE Repertoire”, corresponds to a K phase, called "conservation". 

It is here a question of ensuring the preservation of the indicators that constitute at the 

same time tools and retentions ("heritage") for practicing and articulating local and 

trans-local knowledge. During this phase, the meta-information associated with the 

indicators are stabilized in a repertoire, before those indicators shall be mobilized 

again for other deliberations and evaluations in another period of the CO3 

project. 

 

6.2. The CO3 SCEE indicators repertoire 
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This Gallery presents a collection of all indicators of interest to users (see 

Annexes) – i.e., all indicators created during the territorial impact evaluation, and not 

only those lately selected for technological influence analysis). 

• For an alphabetic ordination of the indicators, click here on “Title”. 

• For a chronological ordination of the indicators, click here on “Updated”. 
 
 
 

 

The CO3 repertoire gallery is the only gallery of this portal that gives an “edit” 

access to its content. 

 

 
Warning: don’t edit the KIK itself, please select the indicator you want to 

describe and access then edit its metainformation profile template. 

 
 

Creating an indicator in the Deliberation Matrix (while evaluating the pilot 

scenarios’ territorial impact) already generates a profile that gives basic 

metainformation. 
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By editing this profile, you can contribute to enhance the common knowledge of 

the consortium in terms of indicator’s: 
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As well as many other filters concerning: 
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6.3. Dialogue around the territorial impacts 

 

CO3 SCEE indicators used for the SCEE evaluation, are first built from the local 

knowledge of the scenarios (territorial impact indicators), then may become 

candidates for being selected and used for assessing the CO3 platform 

performance (technological influence indicators). 

Consortium members may therefore feel the need for collective dialogue around 

the indicators use during this evaluation. 

 

 

 

This page shows how indicators are used – i.e., what is the knowledge required 

– during the territorial impact analysis on the deliberation matrix, in terms of: 

• Value judgment and weight (estimated/foreseen by the pilot leader) 

• Actor’s point of view (represented by the pilot leader as a spokesperson) 

• Scenario considered 

• 5Ps issue considered 
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The perspective parameter tool here allows users to organize those four dimensions 

and to focus on one specific indicator. 

 

 

 

 
It is also possible to “toggle comments” (bottom of the screenshot above) to see the 

debates related to the use of the indicators in each cell of the deliberation matrix. 

 

 

 
 

A pdf/print option is also available (bottom left of the page) so that pilot leaders can 

use paper versions or email pdf versions of these preliminary detailed results and 

discuss them with local actors for example. 
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The same functionalities are available for a dialogue around the same indicators 

while qualified as candidates for the technological influence evaluation. 

 

6.4. Dialogue around the technological influences 
 

 

 
This page shows how indicators are used – i.e., what is the knowledge required 

– during the technological influences analysis on the Contributory Algorithm, in 

terms of: 

• Pilot leader group (as an expert group for the CO3 technological influences) 

• Algorithm tool (only one available for now) 

• CO3 technologies (used for supporting the local scenarios activities) 

• 5Ps issue considered (generic subgoal of the technological influence 

analysis) 

• Pertinence of the indicator (0, 1 or 4 – for this subgoal) 
 
 
 

 
 

The perspective parameter tool here allows users to organize those four dimensions 

and to focus on one specific indicator. 
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It is also possible to “toggle comments” (bottom of the screenshot above) to see the 

debates related to the use of the indicators in each cell of the contributory 

algorithm. 

 
 

A pdf/print option is also available (bottom left of the page) so that pilot leaders can 

use paper versions of these preliminary results and discuss them with local actors for 

example. 

 

 

7. Conclusions 

 
The methodology we proposed for the Sociocultural, Economic and Ecological Assessment of 

the CO3 global project aims at analyzing how the CO3 platform, based on five technologies, 

can facilitate the territorial activities that constitute local pilot scenarios. It is a question of 

considering how a technological common good is shared – and used – by citizens involved in 

different locations and different sociocultural and economic contexts. 

 
Sharing the use of a same technological common can also catalyze the mediation of 

knowledge between the different pilot sites and foreshadows the potential emergence of 

innovative strategies and decision-making approaches, compatible with territorial specificities. 

A specific web portal has therefore been designed and used for connecting assessments at 

different scales of collaborative innovations. Its functionalities offer an integrated vision of the 

sociocultural and economic assessment of the CO3 project. 

 
Thematic field of the assessment 

 
The thematic field of this “sociocultural and economic” assessment has been enlarged to the 

ecological sustainability of the services co-produced by the citizens involved in collaborative 

or contributive pilot scenarios in their living area. Ecological sustainability is indeed a deep 

social and cultural concern. Especially in the context of the EU Green Deal, this concern is 

shared by the citizens of each pilot site. Even more, ecological issues have direct and indirect 

effects on services acceptability (social and legal) – meaning on sociocultural aspects – that 

besides have an influence on economic performances of local activities. The methodology we 

propose is then more broadly a “sociocultural, ecological and economic assessment” of the 

CO3 project. 
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The field of the assessment was also enlarged to the influence of each pilot scenario on the 

local governance process, and to the potential for propagation to other locations of innovative 

solutions developed during those scenarios. Adding this dual approach (governance process 

+ potential for propagation) first reflects a will to determine if the territorial governance is 

favored by the spread of the various services developed at the micro level. It is also a will to 

determine if the territorial governance can favor synergies between these services and favor 

their propagation to other localities. 

 

Evaluation tools 

The web portal used for the evaluation has been designed by IRI. This portal is based on a 

multicriteria, and multi stakeholder analysis tool, already experienced in Paris (the 

ePLANETe.Blue contributory web portal). The double challenge of this system’s use is, on the 

one hand, to evaluate the territorial impact of the pilot scenarios in terms of sustainability (i.e., 

social, ecological, economic, effects on local governance process, and potential for 

propagation of their innovative aspects); and, on the other hand, to evaluate the influence that 

the 5 technologies of the CO3 platform really have on the development of the 

services/activities that constitutes those scenarios. 

The first tool of this web portal structures the evaluation of the local pilot scenarios in a 3- 

dimensional matrix. The axes of this matrix describe the stakeholders (Inhabitants, local public 

actors, private actors, NGOs); the territorial issues (social, ecological, economic, governance, 

propagation); and the CO3 scenarios (collaborative activities in Athens, Paris, and Turin). 

During the assessment, the pilot leaders had a role of spokespersons for the local 

stakeholders. Their responsibility was to translate the main aspects emerging from a 

questionnaire (provided by IRI) into "territorial impact indicators". They were asked to 

associate a qualitative judgment to these indicators. This judgment describes their point of 

view (as spokespersons) on the way the different categories of stakeholders (axis 1 of the 

matrix) consider that the CO3 scenarios (axis 2 of the matrix) have an impact on the territorial 

issues (axis 3 of the matrix). 

 

The second tool of the portal compares the influences of the five CO3 technologies. It allows 

the selection of the main "territorial impact indicators" previously built (first tool) and their use 

as "technological influence indicators". The pilot leaders (still in their role of spokesperson) 

were asked to evaluate if and how the five CO3 technologies (considered separately) influence 

the impact of the local collaborative activities on the five territorial impact issues. It is thus a 

question of evaluating the contribution of the technological success of the CO3 project to the 

sociocultural, ecological, and economic success of the CO3 project. The tool we used makes 

it possible to co-produce an algorithm dedicated to the evaluation of this technological 

influence. The pilot leaders can compare the influences of the five CO3 technologies on the 

achievement of each CO3 pilot scenario, regarding each of the five territorial issues. The 

functioning of this tool implies that pilot leaders assign a score of 1 to 10 to each technological 

influence indicator (directly on the portal or from the questionnaire provided by IRI). 
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Insights from ePLANETe.Blue platform analysis 

Partial conclusive hypothesis can be delivered regarding some potential “common indicators” 

useful for analyzing the territorial impacts of different pilot scenarios: 

· From a social point of view, the question of “community building” appears to be a 

preoccupation shared by all the stakeholders involved in At.1. (It is also a subject 

deeply considered by Pa.1, Pa.2 and Tu.1). Aspects related to “knowledge” are 

shared among all the pilot’s social impact evaluations. The questions of “gender 

issues” are common to Pa.1, Pa.2 and Tu.1. 

· From an ecological point of view, the “natural resource consumptions” question 

appears to be a preoccupation shared by all the stakeholders involved in Tu.1 (It 

is also a subject deeply considered by Pa.2, Pa.1 and At.1). Aspects related to 

“multi-actor practices” leading to the reduction of these consumptions, are shared 

among all the pilot scenarios. Some “ecological consciousness” aspects that are 

the basements for such multi-actor practices are also common to Pa.1, Pa.2 and 

Tu.1. 

· From an economic point of view, the question of “local economic cooperation” 

appears to be an issue shared by all the stakeholders. Aspects related to the “local 

benefits” are expressed by Pa.1, by Pa.2 and Tu.1. At.1 also mentions a “local risk” 

of gentrification. “Capability building” necessary for local economic cooperation to 

bring such benefits and avoid associated risks, is an issue expressed by Pa.2 and 

Tu.1. 

· From a governance point of view, aspects related to the “territorial organization” 

effects of the scenarios are expressed by all the pilot leaders. The contribution to 

local governance of practices oriented toward “digitalization progress” is an issue 

shared by At.1, Pa.2 and Tu.1. While Pa.1 mentions that activities related to 

prevention/reduction of potential negative impacts of digitalization, can have a 

positive impact on the territorial organization. 

· From an innovation propagation point of view, aspects related to the “exchange of 

experiences” at/between diverse levels of activities, are expressed by all the pilot 

leaders. The propagation of innovation is also qualified regarding the “visibility of 

innovation” by Pa.2 and Tu.1. Pilot leaders from Pa.2 and Tu.1 mention the role 

“digital supports” can also have in this propagation. 

 

 
Partial conclusive hypothesis can also be delivered regarding some potential “common 

indicators” useful for analyzing the influence of the CO3 technologies: 

· The socio-professional life digitalization both in its positively expected effects (i.e., 

“social inclusion of the parents”, “participation in urban planning”, etc.) and in its 

harming effects (i.e., “digital intoxication”, “parenting care”, etc.). 

· The sustainable territorial transition in terms of collective activities/solutions that 

support this transition (i.e., “circular economy”, “repairing activities”, “soft mobility”, 

etc.) and in terms of its expected positive effects (i.e., “quality of life”, “biodiversity 

awareness”, “re-use”, etc.). 
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· The local economic transformation in terms of activities/solutions that support this 

transformation (i.e., “local cooperation”, “alternative coins”, “promotion of local 

interest”, “communing”, etc.), and of its expected positive effects (i.e., “reduced 

public expenditures”, “wage expectancy”, “employment quality”, etc.). 

· The contribution and cooperation in terms of collective governance processes (i.e., 

“civic engagement”, “transparency in the decision making”, “institutional 

networking”, etc.) and in terms of technological supports (i.e., “decision coins”, 

“digital tool use”, “digitalization of processes”, etc.). 

· The knowledge propagation both in terms of institutionalized diffusion (i.e., 

“academic institutions networking”, “teacher networking”, “didactic disruption”, 

“care’s methodology transfer”, etc.) and of less formal knowledge diffusion (i.e., 

“transgenerational link”, “exchange of best practices”, “neighboring effects”, “level 

of appropriation of technologies”, etc.) 

 

 
Knowledge resource center 

This evaluation implied a direct and deep contribution of pilot leaders – assuming alternatively 

the roles of territorial impact analysts and technological influence evaluators. This process 

generated a knowledge heritage within the CO3 consortium. 

This heritage should be preserved. Comparison between different scenarios using the same 

technologies and regarding to the same criteria (the social, ecological, economic, governance 

and propagation issues), but from various specific points of view (pilot leaders as 

spokespersons for local stakeholders), can lead to a continuum in the analysis of CO3 

technological performance and CO3 effects on society. 

The web portal used during this process shall not only be considered as a tool, but also as a 

long-term common knowledge resource center. The collective journey through the galleries of 

this portal could catalyze the mediation of knowledge and foreshadows the emergence of new 

strategies and decision-making approaches, compatible with various sites and scales of 

territorial innovation based on the five CO3 technologies. 

It is a question of connecting, using, and maintaining knowledge from different sources, while 

increasing the organizational quality of an emerging shared common knowledge: 

· Using a questionnaire for interpreting local stakeholder’s points of view, and for 

formulating territorial impact indicators, the pilot leaders improve a specific 

knowledge of their own territory. This leads to a re-examination of what they 

consider to be the specific qualities of their territory. 

· Positioning such indicators in the structure of the first tool (3 axes: stakeholders – 

scenarios – issues) brings new knowledge, arising from the action of representing 

how local collaboration within a specific scenario impacts a singular territory at a 

given time. 

· Evaluating with the second tool the influence of the five CO3 technologies – that 

are shared within all those scenarios –, regarding the common shared criteria 
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(social, ecological, economic, governance and propagation territorial issues), 

brings a combination and mutual enrichment between the local knowledge that is 

specific to each pilot leader, and of the technological knowledge they share. 

 

 
The web portal we used also offers a functionality of “indicator repertoire”. This repertoire can 

be considered as a common tool for knowledge conservation. Such a repertoire facilitates the 

stabilization and preservation of the meta-data associated with the indicators. It presents a 

collection of all indicators and meta-data created during the local territorial impact evaluation, 

and lately those selected for the more trans-local technological influence analysis. Therefore, 

the indicator repertoire constitutes a tool for articulating local and trans-local knowledge. 

Another functionality associated to this repertoire and crosslinked to the first tool (3- 

dimensional matrix) and to the second tool (contributory algorithm), is designed for facilitating 

a collective dialogue around the indicators use. It offers a possibility to synthesize and 

articulate around each indicator the main metadata produced during its use – such as 

qualitative value judgments and weight (estimated/foreseen by all the different pilot leaders 

regarding this indicator); actor’s point of view (qualitative judgements represented by the pilot 

leader as a spokesperson); scenario considered; territorial issue and technology considered; 

but also comments on specific forum associated to each indicator use; etc. This tool is called 

“knot view” (for “knowledge tesseract” view). This name underlines that the way indicators are 

used is nothing else than the way the knowledge required is put into practice during the 

territorial impact and technological influence evaluations. 
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9. Annex 
 
 

9.1. Territorial impact detailed results (October 

2021) 
See PDF file “CO3 SCEE_ANNEX Territorial Impacts_20211015” 

 
 

9.2. Technological influence indicator selection 

(October 2021) 
See PDF file “CO3 SCEE_ANNEX Technological Influence_20211015” 

 
 
 

9.3. Technological influence algorithm grid (October 

2021) 
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9.4. Technological influence algorithm results 

(October 2021) 
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9.5 List of indicators (October 2021) 
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9.6 SCEE Questionnaire 

PHASE 1: Sociocultural, ecological, and economic qualitative assessment of a CO3 

scenario 

 

 
1. Regarding to each pilot scenario of your territory, as a pilot leader, propose a list of 

(minimum 15 and maximum 30) aspects that would help you to describe the key socio- 

cultural, ecological and economic local impacts of your scenario. Then ask local actors 

their views on those aspects of the scenario: 

 

 
1.1. Please consider 4 types of local actors (Inhabitants, Local public actors, 

Private actors, NGOs). 

Ask separately to some representants of each of those types of actors if AND 

what are the aspects that make them consider this scenario as influent on the 

« 5P » issues (People, Planet, Prosperity, Process of governance, and 

Propagation of innovations). 

 

 
1.2. If they find it difficult to start from a blank page, you can suggest them the 

list of aspects you have established (point 1) as a resource they can use 

(directly or as a source of inspiration) for defining the aspects they consider 

relevant for describing the scenario influence on the 5P issues. 

 

 
1.3. For each aspect of the scenario they cite, relatively to its influence (or 

absence of influence) on one of the 5P issues, ask them if this influence is « a 

great impact », « a positive impact », a « negative impact », a « mitigated 

impact », if they « don’t know », or if this aspect is « not applicable ». 

 

 
1.4. For a given P issue, each aspect of the scenario describing this issue must 

be weighted (0-100) relatively to the other aspects associated to this issue, in 

order to determine which aspects have the most important influence on each 

issue. 

 

 
1.5. Comments and explanation may be documented too (see Fig. 3 here), in 

order to keep access to the information that determines the choice of a given 

aspect relatively to a given issue, the choice of the judgements the actors 

formulated or the weight they chose. 
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Examples of aspects ("territorial impact indicators") chosen to describe the scenarios 

are listed in the SCEE repertoire. 

 

 

PHASE 2: Assessment of the influence of the CO3 technologies offered by the 

CO3 project 

 

 
2. Evaluation of the CO3 platform influence on the way each aspect of the scenario 

did influence the 5P issues this aspect has been associated to: 

 

 
2.1. As a pilot leader, select some of the aspects of the scenario (registered 

point 1) whose influence on the 5P issues may IN YOUR OPINION have 

beneficiate from one or several technologies of the CO3 project (FirstLife, 

Augmented reality, Blockchain, LiquidFeedback, Gamification). 

 

 
2.2. For each technology of the CO3 project, evaluate on a scale from 0 (none) 

to 10 (great) how much this technology did IN YOUR OPINION influence the 

way each selected aspect of the scenario's has impacted (or could impact, 

depending of the maturity of the scenario's implementation) the associated 5P 

issues. 

 

 
2.3. Comments and explanation may be documented too (see Fig. 3 here), in 

order to keep access to the information that determines the values attributed 

to the technologies impacts on a given aspect relatively to its influence on a 

given issue. 



Territorial impact detailed results (October 2021) 
 

PDF file “CO3 SCEE_ANNEX Territorial Impacts_20211015” 
 



Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

 Toggle comments

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Academic
Institution..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Access from Home

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

81% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) People (1x)

Activation of circul..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Alternative coins

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Annotations

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

70% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Process (1x)

Architectural/urban
..

Perspective parametersIndicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6623?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6902?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6958?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7013?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6914?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6977?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Prosperity

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Prosperity (2x)

Architecture

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

0% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Process (1x)

Artisanal capacity
(..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (2x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x)

Awareness
/visibilit..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Propagation

0% Great impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (2x) Tu_1 (2x) People (1x) ,
Propagation (1x)

Best
practises/lesso..

Mitigated impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Propagation

60% Mitigated impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6910?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7011?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7009?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6946?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Better conditions
fo..

Great impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Prosperity

60% Great impact (1x) Private actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

BIM
capacities/emplo..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Prosperity

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Prosperity (2x)

Biodiversity

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

70% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Biodiversity
Awareness

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

50% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Building maquettes

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

0% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Process (1x)

Capacity to Think
of..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6948?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6978?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6905?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6635?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6913?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6884?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Care Quality

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

85% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Care's
methodology t..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Propagation

87% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Change in
Consumptio..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

73% Don't know (3x) NGOs (3x) Pa_1 (3x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x) , People (1x)

Circular Economy

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

90% Great impact (1x) , 100% Positive impact
(1x) , 40% Mitigated impact (1x)

NGOs (3x) Pa_2 (3x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x) , Process (1x)

City knowledge

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6871?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6921?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6885?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6634?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6617?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

69% Don't know (1x) , 40% Positive impact
(1x)

NGOs (2x) Pa_2 (2x) Prosperity (1x) , Process
(1x)

Civic engagement

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Process

30% Great impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Cleaner/greener
city

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Planet

61% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Climate change
aware..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

82% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Co-creation of new
s..

Great impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Process

12% Great impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Co-management of
new..

Great impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Process

10% Great impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6929?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6938?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6612?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6961?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6943?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Common scope
with pa..

Mitigated impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Propagation

100% Mitigated impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Commoning

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

90% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Community
building

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 People

Great impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 People

Great impact (1x) Private actors At_1 People

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

31% Great impact (4x) Inhabitants (1x) , Local public actors (1x) ,
Private actors (1x) , NGOs (1x)

At_1 (4x) People (4x)

Confidence,
Reading ..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Process

58% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Contests & prizes

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

60% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6934?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6907?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6925?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6896?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6915?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Cooperation at eu
le..

Mitigated impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Propagation

40% Mitigated impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Creation of new
loca..

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 People

19% Great impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Creativity capacity

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Great impact (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Positive impact (1x) , 74% Great impact
(1x)

Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Data Consumption
and..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

89% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Decision coins

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Decrease in
Obesity

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6945?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6924?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6967?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6888?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7016?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6881?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

30% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Deliberation
capacity

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Process

9% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Didactic disruption

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

85% Great impact (2x) NGOs (2x) Pa_2 (2x) People (1x) ,
Propagation (1x)

Digital Intoxication..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Digital literacy pro..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Process

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Process

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Process

18% Positive impact (2x) , 20% Great impact
(1x)

Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) , NGOs
(1x)

At_1 (3x) Process (3x)

Digital
Literacy/Ski..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6959?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6620?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6872?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6933?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6873?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

50% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Digital tool skills

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Process (1x)

Digital tools use

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

90% Positive impact (1x) , 90% Great impact
(1x)

NGOs (2x) Pa_2 (2x) People (1x) , Process
(1x)

Digitalization of pr..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Process

Great impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Process

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Process

19% Positive impact (1x) , 38% Great impact
(2x)

Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) , NGOs
(1x)

At_1 (3x) Process (3x)

Ecological
awareness

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Planet

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (2x)

Economic
Sustainabil..

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6912?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6611?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6932?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6974?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6999?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Employability
Throug..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Employment quality

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Energy
consumption/p..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Planet

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (2x)

Energy/Data

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

90% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Environmental
condit..

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Planet

60% Great impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6892?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6633?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6975?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6887?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6926?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Exchange of best
pra..

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Propagation

100% Positive impact (1x) Private actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Expanding network
wi..

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Process

44% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Facilitate Activity ..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 People

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Facilitate Activity ..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 People

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Facilitate the Activ..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 People

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Facilitate the Parti..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 People

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Favor circular
economy

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6952?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6960?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6994?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6995?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6993?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6992?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6996?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (2x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x)

Favor proximity
and ..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Feedbacks

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Gender issues

Mitigated impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Negative impact (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Mitigated impact (1x) , 0% Negative impact
(1x)

Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Gender Related
Issues

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

50% Positive impact (1x) , 30% Mitigated
impact (1x)

NGOs (2x) Pa_1 (1x) , Pa_2
(1x)

People (2x)

Gentrification

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6998?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7015?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6972?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6870?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6931?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Negative impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Process

Negative impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Prosperity

5% Negative impact (2x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) At_1 (2x) Process (1x) , Prosperity
(1x)

Guiltiness

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

78% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Health and
Alimentat..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

32% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Highlighting
Health/..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Tu_1 People

0% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Impact on city
plann..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Process

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Process (2x)

Impact on the City
N..

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6876?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6883?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7008?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6981?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6917?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

60% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Impact on the
Olympi..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Impact on the
School..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

70% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Impact on training
p..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

60% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Improve a different
..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Individual
Economic ..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

81% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Individual Skill dev..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6918?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6916?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6909?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7014?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6889?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6613?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) People (1x)

Institutional
Networ..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Propagation

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Propagation

100% Great impact (3x) , 100% Positive
impact (1x)

NGOs (4x) Pa_2 (2x) , Pa_1
(1x) , At_1 (1x)

Process (1x) ,
Propagation (3x)

Inter-school
collabo..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Positive impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Interaction through
..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

7% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Interaction with PAs

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Process

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Process (2x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6622?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6971?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6956?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6980?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Interaction with
pro..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Positive impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Intergeneration
pote..

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Great impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Intermittency

N/A (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

51% N/A (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Intra-school
collabo..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

0% Positive impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Less bureaucracy

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Process

36% Positive impact (1x) Private actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6973?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6969?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6908?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6970?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6950?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Level of
appropriati..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Light Saving

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

59% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Local Association
Ne..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Process

60% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Local cooperation

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

100% Great impact (2x) , 90% Positive impact
(1x)

NGOs (3x) Pa_2 (3x) Prosperity (1x) , Process
(1x) , People (1x)

Local knowledge of
t..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

5% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Maintaining Noesis

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7019?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6903?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6894?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6616?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6953?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6877?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

78% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Manage public
servic..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Management of
volunt..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Material
remployment

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Planet

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (2x)

Memory capacity

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Great impact (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

37% Great impact (2x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) People (2x)

Neighboring Effects

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Propagation

100% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7004?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7000?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6976?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6966?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6898?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Networking Public /
..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 People

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Networking with
acto..

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 People

13% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

New digital tools
fo..

Great impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Process

41% Great impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

New models/tools
of ..

Great impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Process

33% Great impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

New teaching
methods

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Propagation

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Propagation (2x)

Obsolescence
Concern

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6991?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6936?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6942?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6941?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6986?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6882?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

62% Don't know (2x) NGOs (2x) Pa_1 (2x) Prosperity (1x) , Planet
(1x)

Open dialogue with
c..

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 People

31% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Openness to
Contribu..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Other social-
cultura..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Parenting Care

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Parents' Kinder-
gard..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Propagation

80% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6935?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6920?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7018?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6879?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6899?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Participation in
the..

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Planet

40% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Participation in
the..

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Prosperity

40% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Participation in
urb..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 People

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 People

22% Positive impact (2x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) At_1 (2x) People (2x)

Peer
support/Collect..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Positive
"Collective..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Process

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Processes
Management..

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6937?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6940?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6923?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6875?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6897?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7001?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Project impact on
sc..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Process

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Process (2x)

Project impact on
th..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Propagation

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Propagation (2x)

Promote an
Alternati..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Promotion of local
i..

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Prosperity

35% Positive impact (1x) Private actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Quality of life

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Planet

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6982?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6985?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7002?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6949?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6927?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Great impact (1x) Private actors At_1 Planet

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

39% Positive impact (1x) , 55% Great impact
(2x)

Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) , NGOs
(1x)

At_1 (3x) Planet (2x) , People (1x)

Quality of Sleep

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

32% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Re-use

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs At_1 Planet

100% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) Planet (1x)

Reduced
Expenditure ..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Reduced Public
Expen..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Reduced Public
Expen..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6880?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6957?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6890?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6900?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6891?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Repairing activities

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (2x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x)

Replicable / other
N..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Replicable / other
P..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Replicable / other
p..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Propagation

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Propagation (1x)

School level

Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

26% Mitigated impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) People (1x)

Self Esteem

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7010?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7020?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7006?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7005?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6901?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6919?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

84% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Shared Garden

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Planet

37% Don't know (2x) NGOs (2x) Pa_1 (2x) People (1x) , Planet (1x)

Shared Knowledge
bui..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

85% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Social bound from
de..

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

13% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Social Cohesion

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Process

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Social exchange
capa..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Process

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 People

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Process

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6874?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6626?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6954?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6893?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6979?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

0% Positive impact (1x) , 0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (2x) , Private actors (2x) Tu_1 (4x) People (2x) , Process
(2x)

Social Inclusion of
..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

86% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_1 (1x) People (1x)

Social interaction

Positive impact (1x) Private actors At_1 People

41% Positive impact (1x) Private actors (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Social Networking

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Tu_1 People

0% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) People (1x)

Soft-mobility

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Planet

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Prosperity

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (2x) Tu_1 (2x) Planet (1x) , Prosperity
(1x)

Solidarity/participa..

Great impact (1x) NGOs At_1 People

39% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) At_1 (1x) People (1x)

Sustainable
developm..

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6868?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6947?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7007?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7012?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6955?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6928?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Mitigated impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Prosperity

100% Mitigated impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Sustainable
localiti..

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Prosperity

60% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Teacher
Networking

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

100% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Team work

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

72% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) People (1x)

Technological
Awaren..

Don't know (1x) Local public actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Local public actors (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Technological
disrup..

Great impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Propagation

50% Great impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Propagation (1x)

Tranferability of
ne..

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6939?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6621?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6610?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7003?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6636?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6944?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 Process

5% Positive impact (1x) Local public actors (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Trans-generational
l..

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_1 People

Don't know (1x) NGOs Pa_1 Propagation

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 People

70% Positive impact (2x) , 80% Don't know
(1x)

NGOs (3x) Pa_1 (2x) , Pa_2
(1x)

People (2x) ,
Propagation (1x)

Transdisciplinary
im..

Don't know (1x) Inhabitants Tu_1 Process

Don't know (1x) Private actors Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) Inhabitants (1x) , Private actors (1x) Tu_1 (2x) Process (2x)

Transferability to o..

Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 Process

23% Positive impact (1x) Inhabitants (1x) At_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Transparency in
the ..

Don't know (1x) NGOs Tu_1 Process

0% Don't know (1x) NGOs (1x) Tu_1 (1x) Process (1x)

Urban Knowledge

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6878?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6983?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6930?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7017?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6911?inportal=1


Totals

Totals

Totals

Totals

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

N/A (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Process

Great impact (1x) Inhabitants At_1 People

Positive impact (1x) Local public actors At_1 People

100% N/A (1x) , 30% Great impact (1x) , 20%
Positive impact (1x)

NGOs (1x) , Inhabitants (1x) , Local public
actors (1x)

Pa_2 (1x) , At_1
(2x)

Process (1x) , People
(2x)

Wage expectancy

Positive impact (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Prosperity

100% Positive impact (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Prosperity (1x)

Waste
Management

N/A (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

0% N/A (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Water Management

N/A (1x) NGOs Pa_2 Planet

0% N/A (1x) NGOs (1x) Pa_2 (1x) Planet (1x)

Print

Indicator Usage Stakeholder Object To
Compare Issue

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6619?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6904?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6906?inportal=1


Technological influence indicator selection (October 2021) 
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 Toggle comments

Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

AAtest_CO3 At_1 FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Academic
Institution..

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Access from
Home

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Alternative coins Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Perspective parameters

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6408?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6623?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6902?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7013?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

FirstLife 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Artisanal
capacity (..

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Awareness
/visibilit..

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7011?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7009?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Blockchain 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Biodiversity Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Biodiversity
Awareness

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Capacity to
Think of..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6905?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6635?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6884?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Care's
methodology t..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Change in
Consumptio..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Circular
Economy

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6921?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6885?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6634?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Civic
engagement

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

FirstLife 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Climate change
aware..

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6929?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6612?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Co-creation of
new s..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

FirstLife 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Co-management
of new..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

FirstLife 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Commoning Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6961?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6943?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6907?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Community
building

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Confidence,
Reading ..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Data
Consumption
and..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6925?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6896?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6888?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Decision coins Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Blockchain 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Didactic
disruption

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain 4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Digital
Intoxication..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7016?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6620?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6872?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Digital tool skills Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Digital tools use Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Blockchain 4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6912?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6611?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Augmented
reality

4

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Digitalization of
pr..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

LiquidFeedback 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Employability
Throug..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Employment
quality

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6932?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6892?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6633?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Energy/Data Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Exchange of
best pra..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Gamification 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Feedbacks Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Blockchain 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6887?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6963?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7015?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Highlighting
Health/..

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Impact on the
Olympi..

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Individual
Economic ..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Individual Skill
dev..

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7008?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6918?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6889?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6613?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Institutional
Networ..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Institutional
Networ..

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7022?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6622?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Level of
appropriati..

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Light Saving Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Local
Association Ne..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7019?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6903?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6894?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Blockchain 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Local
cooperation

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Neighboring
Effects

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6616?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6898?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Obsolescence
Concern

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Openness to
Contribu..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Parenting Care Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6882?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6920?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6879?inportal=1
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FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Parents' Kinder-
gard..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Participation in
the..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Participation in
urb..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6899?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6940?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6923?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Peer
support/Collect..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Positive
"Collective..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

FirstLife 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Promotion of
local i..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6875?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6897?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6949?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Quality of life At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Re-use At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Reduced
Expenditure ..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Reduced Public
Expen..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6927?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6957?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6890?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6900?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Reduced Public
Expen..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Repairing
activities

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6891?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7010?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Shared Garden Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Social Cohesion Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Social Inclusion
of ..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Social
Networking

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6874?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6893?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6868?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7007?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Soft-mobility Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Platform influence on activities ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 4

Sustainable
developm..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7012?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6964?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Teacher
Networking

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Augmented
reality

4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Team work Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

LiquidFeedback 4

Blockchain Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Trans-
generational l..

Pa_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

FirstLife 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON THE DIFFUSION
OF THE SCENARIO INNOVATIONS

4

Transferability of
n..

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6621?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6610?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6878?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6962?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

Blockchain 4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Transparency in
the ..

Tu_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Blockchain 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Urban
Knowledge

At_1 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Augmented
reality

4

Gamification Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

FirstLife Platform influence on activities SOCIAL IMPACTS 4

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Gamification 4

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/7017?inportal=1
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6911?inportal=1


Indicator Expert Tool Scenario Issue Pertinence

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities IMPACTS ON LOCAL
GOVERNANCE

4

Wage
expectancy

Pa_2 CO3_Sociocultural ecological and
economic assessment

FirstLife Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Gamification 4

LiquidFeedback Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

Blockchain 4

Augmented
reality

Platform influence on activities ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4

1624

Print

https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/indicators/node/6619?inportal=1

